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As I re�ect on the �rst two months of my journey as D51 Interim GT Director, I must honestly share
the learning curve I have experienced has been exciting and steep at the same time. My experience
during my 40 years within the district has been grounded in Middle School & High School, moving
from teaching mathematics, to school administration, and eventually to district leadership. During
the past 8 weeks, I have been challenged to truly understand what is involved in creating and
sustaining an Advanced Learning Program that supports our GT students, staff and parents in their
K-12 journey. My understanding has been supported by many talented GT staff that I have begun to
work with at our schools and within the district. I have been able to observe very successful
programs at many of our schools at each level, while I have also seen what can be a barrier to



student success with additional challenges. Together, we must
leverage our precious time with students, our human resources,
and our professional development to maximize student growth
and achievement.

Additional support for my learning has come through GT experts
such as Lisa Van Gemert who I know many of you have followed
over the years. Van Gemert addresses stereotypes and myths
associated with our GT youth in the article called Social Animals.
One myth, “Gifted kids are introverted,” is addressed with
important data helping parents and staff understand variables that
affect behavior. Van Gemert reminds us “introversion and
extroversion are a continuum, not a dichotomy, and that gifted
youth move back and forth along that continuum depending upon
circumstances and environment.” Through simple articles such as
this one, we better understand our GT learners and are able to
adjust learning expectations and environments to better meet their
academic and social-emotional needs. My best hope as this year
progresses is for my own learning to parallel the learning of each
student, staff member, and parent within our GT community.

Submitted by Veronica Daehn Harvey, GT Teacher at Redlands Middle School and Grand River
Academy

Hi! My name is Echo Anderson and I am a sixth-grade student at
Redlands Middle School. My favorite subject is reading and I am
currently reading the Harry Potter series. Biology interests me, so I
really like science. I am interested in �nding harder books that are
challenging but still interest me. I am also a member of the
Redlands Middle School Student Senate.

Outside of school, I am a little all over the place with my extracurricular activities. I play the violin
and piano and, as for sports, I do swimming, volleyball, and this year I am trying basketball, even
though I am not a huge fan of running. Previously I have done dance and theater. My family loves to
travel, play games, and watch movies. One trip we took was when we �ew into New York and then
traveled up the East Coast. One trip we are going to take is a Disney Cruise that leaves from San
Diego and then goes to Catalina Island, Ensenada, and back.

A few interesting facts about me is that I don’t have a middle name, was born in North Dakota,
have lived in �ve different states, (West Virginia, Pennsylvania, North Dakota, Utah, and Colorado),
and enjoy interesting food combinations such as grapes and ranch.

https://www.giftedguru.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Social-Animals-press-quality.pdf


Some long-term goals I have for myself are going to BYU for college, visiting all �fty states before I
am sixteen, (I have thirty-two so far), and becoming a teacher and/or doctor.

Thank you for taking the time to read about me.

Recommended by Mitch Hamilton, GT teacher at Lincoln OM

Games Recommendation

I have a bag of 200 six sided dice that allows me have 10 dice for each student regardless of class
size. Kids love dice and bene�t from having to keep their dice under control during activities. My
one rule with dice games is that you lose your turn if your dice go on the �oor.

The following site is one example of many.
https://www.weareteachers.com/dice-games/

I also have 20 twelve sided dice that allows me to play Math Dice with the entire class.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRqqewsWXEs

Submitted by Lance Powell, GT teacher at Dos Rios and Chipeta
Elementary

Visit Yellowstone National Park
recommended by Jedi Carey

Yellowstone is the �rst national park and in my opinion, the best.
One of the reasons it is the best is because it has some towns with a great community. These
towns aren’t your usual big cities with Starbucks and McDonalds, but instead homemade stores
and creative factories. The only thing that is familiar is that there is a big park in the middle of the
town. In this park there are wild deer that are welcome, you can pet these deer but cannot feed
them.

But once you go out of town there is 3,472 square miles of the most beautiful scenery ever. It is
the best thing I've ever seen. The trees are green, the mountains are huge, and the wildlife is
everywhere. Wildlife in Yellowstone is the main reason a lot of people come to Yellowstone, this is
because there are lots of bears, wolves, and moose. Not only is Yellowstone the best national
park ever, but it is also an active volcano! This means it can kill anyone at any moment.

https://www.weareteachers.com/dice-games/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRqqewsWXEs
https://www.weareteachers.com/dice-games/


Old faithful is an attraction that lies in Yellowstone, it is a really cool walkway where families goe
every year. At the beginning of the trail there is a geyser that shoots lots of boiling hot water every
hour. This is because there is a magma chamber underneath it that is so hot that every hour it
shoots out boiling water.

If you like natural stuff then Yellowstone National Park would be the perfect place to visit.

My Experience at Enchanted Forest
By Juniper Hamilton

Enchanted Forest is an amusement park hand made by one person
named Roger Tofty who loves drawing fairies and mushrooms. The
park is in Stayton, Oregon on a woody hillside next to Highway 5. At
the park there are 2 roller coasters: The Log Ride and The Ice Mountain. You can also go to the
Challenge of Mondor which is a cartridge in which you have to battle monsters with your laser
guns. When I played Challenge of Mondor I got Knight in Training and my uncle got Master of the
Realm but he didn’t beat the record.

When you �rst enter the park you head down Story Book Lane that has Beauty and the Beast,
Hansel and Gretel, Humpty Dumpty, Jack and Jill, The Evil Witch, Alice in Wonderland, a maze and
The Old Lady Who Lived in a Shoe. There is also an English village and a Western town that has
caves, Pinochio playhouse, Black Bird Theater, the Comedy Theater, The Water Show and the Irish
Theater.

There are also kiddy rides, panning for Gold and you can get ice cream or a souvenir from the gift
shop. The kiddy rides include a merry go round, bumper cars and a train ride. I hope you consider
going to Enchanted Forest.

Vist WESTCLIFFE, Colorado
Recommended by James Mulford

I went to Westcliffe, Colorado with my Mom, my Mom’s �ance and
my siblings, and we did a lot of things. On the �rst night we saw a
beautiful lightning storm on the horizon, so we didn’t even get wet.
The lighting was beautiful and the thunder was music to everyone's ears I think. The lightning was
white and so beautiful, we went outside and it was even better. But the next day we went to a free
place, and you could see a whole lot of animals, such as Mission Wolf, a wolf sanctuary, that was
my favorite place.

At Mission Wolf we got to go in and admire the wolves and actually got to pet them! My favorites
were Rosy and Zeke. Rosy was so cute and Zeke was so old, and they had trauma, so they were



super calm. Edin on the other hand, she was a full wolf and had no trauma and had a lot of energy.
Most of them were full wolves but the ones we went in with were wolf-dogs.

Westcliffe is also the only town that has a no light policy after 10:00 so there were a lot of stars.
Although we couldn’t see the milky way, we did see a lot of beautiful stars.

Visit Westcliffe!

Visit Capital Reef National Park
Recommended by Penelope Sholtes

This summer I went to Capital Reef National Park. There are so many tourist attractions, my
favorite attraction is a creek called Pleasant creek; this is because it is just very pleasant.

In Capital Reef there are always so many geodes. I love geodes so much and in my opinion the
geodes just keep on coming and it's true geodes do just keep on coming. This is because rocks
fall from the cliffs and then the rocks that fall from the cliffs erode away and when they erode the
geodes are spit out. Now, these geodes can be yellow, black, but they are mostly white. They can
be six inches, they can be three inches, they can be varieties of different shapes and sizes.

There is also a campground, the campground is called Fruia Campground.
Right next to the Fruita Campground is a tiny old house called the Gifford House. This tiny little
house was built by the settlers, but they turned it into a gift shop (they sell pies). At the
campground there is a fruit orchard that was grown by the �rst white settlers. There is also a river
that runs by the campground. The river is called the Fremont River.

On the down side, the last time I went there, clouds crowded the sky; and this was on my favorite
hike. This hike is like two miles long. Well, my favorite spot was two miles in. My favorite spot is
this area that is kind of a short, maybe ten foot tall slot canyon that has multiple one to two foot
tall waterfalls and waist high water (for me). It also has a few tiny pot holes under water that are
fun to sit in!

Capitol Reef National Park is 377.91 square miles (978.8 sq km).
In Capitol Reef National Park there are 56 trails.

Utah is rich in wilderness and I suggest going to Capitol Reef National Park.
Utah has the third most national parks in the country.

When I went to Great Wolf Lodge
Recommended by Bo Bullock

Great Wolf Lodge is this amazing place where they have a Water
park, an Arcade, a MagiQuest magic spell thingy, and a hotel. I



De�nitely recommend going there.

The �rst thing I wanted to do was go to the waterpark. Once I got to the slide I waited until the
lifeguard gave me the yes, and down I went. In reality I was probably going 5-8 MPH but it felt like
500 MPH. And the next thing I knew, I Was at the bottom. When I was done with the water slides, I
went into the wave pool, and at �rst there were small waves and I was doing perfectly �ne. But then
the big waves started coming. And right as I thought the waves couldn't get any bigger, the
BIGGEST WAVE EVER HIT and oh boy I almost drowned.

While all Of that was happening, My brother and my cousin were doing this MagiQuest thingy where
you walk around the building with a wand, and you �nd these little areas and you use your wand to
solve puzzles and defeat dragons. So basically you wave around your wand and the wand connects
to the screen that the puzzle is on. So all you do is solve these very simple puzzles, and you defeat
a dragon. As my brother and cousin were going to the next �oor/level as they were in the elevator,
for some reason they started jumping. And what do you know they got stuck. They used the
emergency phone inside the elevator and once the people on the other end heard that they were
stuck, they turned off the power and turned it back on. Thankfully they got out safely.

Next time you go to Salt Lake City, you will not be disappointed if you go to Great Wolf Lodge.

Visit Portland Maine
Recommended by Aiden Warner

I strongly suggest going to Portland Maine. It is very fun. When I
went to Portland Maine I started every day by jumping in the freezing ocean at 7 a.m. One day I
went sailing in a dinghy called Sea Spray. For breakfast I recommend going to Becky's Diner. They
serve blueberry pancakes.

Another time my mom's friend's husband threw me in the sea. It was awesome. On the last day me
and my friend played frisby in the rain. That night me, my friend and his dad went �shing for stripers
with metal lures but the light that attracted the �sh was broken so we had no luck.

One time we went boating in the Presumpscot River and there weren't any breakers so it was very
smooth. While boating we saw a cloud that looked like a tsunami.

I completely recommend going to Portland Maine where the locals call it vacation land.

Submitted by Janelle McGowan, GT Teacher at Pear Park
Elementary



Pear Park students explored the concept of working at the edge of their competence. They used a
bullseye to illustrate areas in their life that are within each section of the bullseye (comfort zone,
con�dence zone, edge of competence, and out of my league).
Students will revisit this bullseye to note changes over time in their learning and activity. We will
also begin to explore other Depth and Complexity icons like "Patterns, and Trends"

Our state Gifted Education State Advisory Committee is looking for
educator, community, parent, and student representatives from our
region (CD3 - Congressional District 3). The deadline for application
is December 8th, but don't wait! These are three-year terms
(students are one-year) to provide input at the state level.

Please reach out to the GT Department if interested:
Summer Allen - D51 GT Administrative Assistant
(970) 254-6903
Summer.Allen@D51Schools.org

The Jack Kent Cooke Foundation’s Young Scholars Program
application will open on February 8, 2024. The Young Scholars
Program is a selective �ve-year, pre-college scholarship for high-
performing 7th grade students with �nancial need. It provides
academic advising, along with �nancial support for school, summer programs, internships, and
other learning enrichment opportunities.
Eligible applicants should:

Be current 7th graders and/or entering 8th grade in fall 2024.
Have earned all As and Bs since the beginning of 6th grade.
Reside in the U.S. and plan to attend high school in the U.S.

mailto:Summer.Allen@D51Schools.org
https://www.cde.state.co.us/gt/gtadvco
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001B3YTQrMobJoe8ojGQzco_01qrpDi8gEO1w_IN9Q72v7w4eafDqPAS92HBCUlTKRCsrr53aV5LNeyHNRVjaCdYc9HsMfSJW2HdasauEqzRMOw9kh5jKh2XxHH6rmn8goz5oXf_7hFCgmjUGMAr-UJnSfzLAwW5BXzEG_VD-m3fIIUJjrc1mBkpDEwpVQsyCTZKCejk9XQF-s=&c=4NQ3BTcxU3juIMVXBfua6Lsy1ABdG8T4j6QWxt3RCz-sgqCIaxvp9g==&ch=4AgBqI_rjGJBHKe-WSbpCnHaxUZS1dzSNE_1aBqVqPZywzFKMLyUdw==


Demonstrate �nancial need with a maximum adjusted gross income of $95,000.

To receive updates about the program, click here.

2023-2024 Scholarship Application.pdf

Download
88.7 KB

2023-2024 Scholarship Application (spanish).pdf

Download
76.8 KB

Westslope CO Gifted & Talented

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001B3YTQrMobJoe8ojGQzco_01qrpDi8gEO1w_IN9Q72v7w4eafDqPAS01XDn0etfke1PrvEpLbueHwrwMRMKYuGmJxL11BHt21q9TZlXWyB6mq7S8W_sCwPTkG8Xb_JQG2ffQmS8GReBZSbLl5ziLsSwPM9NhTFujH&c=4NQ3BTcxU3juIMVXBfua6Lsy1ABdG8T4j6QWxt3RCz-sgqCIaxvp9g==&ch=4AgBqI_rjGJBHKe-WSbpCnHaxUZS1dzSNE_1aBqVqPZywzFKMLyUdw==
https://www.smore.com/app/attachments/download/64ff7fd10a86e0aaafb7075c
https://www.smore.com/app/attachments/download/64ff8072006b6a8dc2206f06


This group is to support Westernslope Parents of Gifted & Talented
and 2E kids.
We share hope, empowerment, ideas, opportunities, and overall
support each other.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/630703478277200/
https://www.palisadeib.org/application-information


















Conversations With CAGT
Conversations With CAGT

1st and 3rd Tuesdays each month at 5:00 pm MST on Facebook
Live

Conversations with CAGT is back with an all-new season of timely, relevant topics by preeminent
local, national, and international specialists in the �eld of gifted education! CWC programs premier

on the �rst and third Tuesdays of the month at 5:00 pm MST on Facebook Live. Check out past
Conversations with CAGT programs on our website, where you may rewatch past videos anytime!

Conversations with CAGT is an incredible opportunity to get expert advice on topics regarding
giftedness for FREE with time to ask your questions. Questions from CAGT members get priority!

Join us on the �rst and third Tuesdays of the month at 5:00 pm MST on Facebook Live!

Connect with Conversations with CAGT on Facebook

Helping Children with Tragic Events in the News

https://www.coloradogifted.org/resources/conversations-with-cagt/
https://www.facebook.com/ColoAssoc4GT
https://www.rmpbs.org/kids/
https://www.pbs.org/parents/thrive/helping-children-with-tragic-events-in-the-news


In times of community or world-wide crisis, it's easy to assume that
young children don't know what's going on. But one thing's for sure -
- children are very sensitive to how their parents feel. They're keenly
aware of the expressions on their parents' faces and the tone of
their voices. Children can sense when their parents are really
worried, whether they're watching the news or talking about it with
others. No matter what children know about a “crisis,” it’s
especially scary for children to realize that their parents are scared.
Some Scary, Confusing Images

The way that news is presented on television can be quite confusing for a young child. The same
video segment may be shown over and over again through the day, as if each showing was a
different event. Someone who has died turns up alive and then dies again and again. Children often
become very anxious since they don’t understand much about videotape replays, closeups, and
camera angles. Any televised danger seems close to home to them because the tragic scenes are
taking place on the TV set in their own living room. Children can't tell the difference between
what's close and what's far away, what's real and what's pretend, or what's new and what's re-run.
The younger the children are, the more likely they are to be interested in scenes of close-up faces,
particularly if the people are expressing some strong feelings. When there's tragic news, the
images on TV are most often much too graphic and disturbing for young children.
“Who will take care of me?”
In times of crisis, children want to know, "Who will take care of me?" They're dependent on adults
for their survival and security. They're naturally self-centered. They need to hear very clearly that
their parents are doing all they can to take care of them and to keep them safe. They also need to
hear that people in the government and other grown-ups they don’t even know are working hard to
keep them safe, too.

Helping Children Feel More Secure

Play is one of the important ways young children have of dealing with their concerns. Of course,
playing about violent news can be scary and sometimes unsafe, so adults need to be nearby to
help redirect that kind of play into nurturing themes, such as a hospital for the wounded or a
pretend meal for emergency workers.
When children are scared and anxious, they might become more dependent, clingy, and afraid to go
to bed at night. Whining, aggressive behavior, or toilet "accidents" may be their way of asking for
more comfort from the important adults in their lives. Little by little, as the adults around them
become more con�dent, hopeful and secure, our children probably will, too.

Turn Off the TV

When there's something tragic in the news, many parents get concerned about what and how to tell
their children. It's even harder than usual if we're struggling with our own powerful feelings about
what has happened. Adults are sometimes surprised that their own reactions to a televised crisis
are so strong, but great loss and devastation in the news often reawaken our own earlier losses
and fears – even some we think we might have "forgotten"
It's easy to allow ourselves to get drawn into watching televised news of a crisis for hours and
hours; however, exposing ourselves to so many tragedies can make us feel hopeless, insecure, and
even depressed. We help our children and ourselves if we’re able to limit our own television



viewing. Our children need us to spend time with them – away from the frightening images on the
screen.

Talking and Listening

Even if we wanted to, it would be impossible to give our children all the reasons for such things as
war, terrorists, abuse, murders, major �res, hurricanes, and earthquakes. If they ask questions, our
best answer may be to ask them, "What do you think happened?" If the answer is "I don't know,"
then the simplest reply might be something like, "I'm sad about the news, and I'm worried. But I
love you, and I'm here to care for you."
If we don't let children know it's okay to feel sad and scared, they may think something is wrong
with them when they do feel that way. They certainly don't need to hear all the details of what's
making us sad or scared, but if we can help them accept their own feelings as natural and normal,
their feelings will be much more manageable for them.
Angry feelings are part of being human, especially when we feel powerless. One of the most
important messages we can give our children is, "It's okay to be angry, but it's not okay to hurt
ourselves or others." Besides giving children the right to their anger, we can help them �nd
constructive things to do with their feelings. This way, we'll be giving them useful tools that will
serve them all their life, and help them to become the worlds' future peacemakers -- the world's
future "helpers."

Helpful Hints

Do your best to keep the television off, or at least limit how much your child sees of any news
event.
Try to keep yourself calm. Your presence can help your child feel more secure.
Give your child extra comfort and physical affection, like hugs or snuggling up together with a
favorite book. Physical comfort goes a long way towards providing inner security. That
closeness can nourish you, too.
Try to keep regular routines as normal as possible. Children and adults count on their familiar
pattern of everyday life.
Plan something that you and your child enjoy doing together, like taking a walk, going on a
picnic, having some quiet time, or doing something silly. It can help to know there are simple
things in life that can help us feel better, in good times and in bad.
Even if children don't mention what they've seen or heard in the news, it can help to ask what
they think has happened. If parents don't bring up the subject, children can be left with their
misinterpretations. You may be really surprised at how much your child has heard from others.
Focus attention on the helpers, like the police, �remen, doctors, nurses, paramedics, and
volunteers. It's reassuring to know there are many caring people who are doing all they can to
help others in this world.
Let your child know if you're making a donation, going to a town meeting, writing a letter or e-
mail of support, or taking some other action. It can help children to know that adults take
many different active roles and that we don't give in to helplessness in times of worldwide
crisis.

Author:
Fred Rogers Productions builds on Fred Rogers’ legacy in innovative ways through a variety of

di d ti f hild d f ili ith hi ti l i d Th

https://www.pbs.org/parents/authors/fred-rogers-productions


company’s highly rated children’s series, including “Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood,” “Peg + Cat,” “Odd
Squad,” and “Through the Woods,” have earned 30 Emmy Awards. Their latest series are “Donkey
Hodie,” the innovative puppet series inspired by characters from Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood, and
“Alma’s Way,” an animated series created by Sonia Manzano. Fred Rogers Productions strives to
inspire a lifelong enthusiasm for learning through its series as well as efforts beyond broadcast
including games and digital offerings, community engagement activities, and much more!

2768 Compass Drive, Suite 200
Grand Junction, CO 81506

Bill Larsen - Interim D51 GT Director
Brandy Headlee - D51 GT Coach
Summer Allen - D51 GT Administrative Assistant

(970) 254-6903
Summer.Allen@D51Schools.org

https://www.pbs.org/parents/authors/fred-rogers-productions
mailto:Summer.Allen@D51Schools.org
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